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Smartphones

we use smartphones as general purpose computers

banking, browsing, messaging, music
smartphones store a great deal of sensitive information

we use a variety of apps to perform computations and access our data

some apps are created by 3rd party vendors
some access sensitive data for unclear purposes

monetization of user data
external libraries ads and analytics
also malicious activity
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Permission Systems

permission systems determine what data apps can access

based on the security principle of least privilege

permissioned resources can be divided into three categories
sensors that observe sensitive data about the user

e.g., location, audio, video

actions with abuse potential from malicious apps

e.g., sending SMS, calling phone numbers, processing phone calls

data in databases or otherwise that store is sensitive or identifying

e.g., contacts, e-mails, calendar events
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Android permissions were originally an ultimatum.
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Android Ask-on-Install (AOI) Permissions
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Recently it was changed.
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Android Ask-on-First-Use (AOFU) Permissions
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This is an improvement...
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This is an improvement...
...but it’s still not perfect.
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Limitations to Ask-on-First-Use

once a permission is granted, apps have blanket approval
apps use permissions in the background in ways that defy users’
expectations
circumstances in subsequent permission use cases can be drastically
different from the first instance

the user’s context changes frequently when using smart phones
the context affects whether some data access is appropriate or
inappropriate

location, screen status, connectivity, current task, time of day

AOFU does not capture the user’s context when granting
permissions
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System Goal: Improving User Privacy

improve permission accuracy
use context to selectively deny permissions
use machine learning to automate decisions

improve user control
allow apps to usefully function despite denying permissions
allow users to review and redress automated decisions
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Spectrum of permission systems

with occasional

try to learn

prompts{
magically know

what the user wants

annoy the user

about every permission
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Experimental procedure

submitted a modified Android version
to PhoneLab

used by 131 participants over 32 days

it logs runtime events that give clues
when context changes

it logs user behaviors that may
indicate privacy preferences
it prompted users to answer one
permission request daily

4,224 answered permission prompts
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Instrumented Events

behavioral
accessing security settings
toggling sensors
speakerphone versus headphones
muting the phone
taking a selfie / picture
responding to notifications
unlocking the phone
turning off versus timing out
HTTP versus HTTPS in browsing

runtime
changes to app visibility
switching activities

permissions
app requests a sensitive permission
user prompted about a sensitive permission
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Experimental Results

permission requests

ask on
install 84%

25% 75.1%
behavioral ML

ask on first use

prompting ML
96.8%

allow deny

prediction
accuracy

response
user

users chose to block 60% of requests

we use this data to build an ML model to predict permissions
visibility of the requesting app, foreground app both predictive
96.8% accuracy at same prompt frequency as AOFU
75.1% accuracy without any prompts
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Our ML model shows that
application:permission:visibility

is the most predictive feature
when granting permissions.
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So we need to empower the user to usably manage
permissions and fix any mistakes the ML makes.
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How does one manage permissions in stock Android?
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Can we do better?
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So we managed permissions in one place.
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We tested our design

took 400 participants from Mechanical Turk

divided into control condition (stock Android) and
experimental condition (our design)
asked to complete tasks and rate ease:

1. What apps most-recently accessed location?
2. What data types can a particular app access?
3. Can this app access location when it is not being used?
4. Can you stop apps from accessing your location when not in use? If
so, how?
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84% of the control could name the most-recent apps that
accessed location, but 68% with, uh, our design...
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So we made several changes

separate timelines for allow and deny

timeline is organized by resource type

we also added snazzy icons!
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And we asked 580 users to the same four tasks as our
pilot run!
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Users and Tasks

about 300 from Prolific Academic, 300 from Mechanical Turk

no significant difference in task performance between these user sets.
limited to based in the U.S., over 18, owning an Android phone, and
having 95% approval on the respective platform.

we divided each set into control (stock Android) and
experimental (our design)

we routed all attempts to get to the default permissions in our design
to our dashboard
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Task 1: What apps accessed location?

Control: 82.6% success

Experimental: 82.5% success

No significance (ξ2-test ρ < .918)

Ours significantly (Rank-Sum ρ < 0.0005) “harder to use” among
those who get it wrong.
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Task 2: What data types can apps access?

Control: 77.1% success

Experimental: 80.8% success

No significance in success

No significance in difficulty
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Task 3: Can this app access location when not in use?

Control: 37.6% success

Experimental: 78.5% success

Quite significant difference in success (ρ < 0.0005)

25% of experimental condition looked beyond “always” to see
other options

Experimental found it “easy”, Control found it “neutral” hard,
and control also took twice as long.
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Task 4: Can you deny apps when not in use?

Control: 27.5%
14% tried to “restrict background data”
a small number suggested to manually revoke it whenever the app is
stopped
46% disabled location globally

Experimental: 76.5%

Easy for experimental, neutral for control, difficult for control
who got it right.
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Do you think the interface needs to be changed?

Control: 85.4%

Experimental: 63.8%
Common themes:

fewer menus to get into settings
centralize the location
give a log of recent accesses
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Best feedback: “It would be useful to have a dashboard
which shows which apps are accessing what and when.”
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So our ML model shows that
application:permission:visibility

is the most predictive feature when granting permissions.
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Now our dashboard allows users to usably manage this
aspect of context if the ML gets it wrong.
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But even if users can confidently deny permissions, apps
may force an ultimatum
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Future Work: Consequential Denial

experiment didn’t deny permissions
apps don’t expect it and behave
strangely

future work to study user behavior
when permission are actually denied

does it impact their experience?
are their decisions different?

ML model built after the fact
not running live and retraining with
prompt
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Summary

The Feasibility of Dynamically Granted Permissions:
Aligning Mobile Privacy with User Preferences

Primal Wijesekera, Arjun Baokar, Lynn Tsai, Joel Reardon, Serge
Egelman, David Wagner, and Konstantin Beznosov
IEEE S&P, 2017
we built a ML-based permission classifier
it uses contextual clues to make decisions
it significantly reduces the classification errors versus AOFU

TurtleGuard: Helping Android Users Apply Contextual
Privacy Preferences

Lynn Tsai, Primal Wijesekera, Joel Reardon, Irwin Reyes, Jung-Wei
Chen, Nathan Good, Serge Egelman, and David Wagner
SOUPS, 2017
we built a dashboard to control the novel classifier
our user studies show that common tasks were not made harder
novel tasks can be done easily
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